Mechanical dysfunction in the mucosal oedema formation of patients with nasal polyps*
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Abstract

Background: Nasal polyposis (NP) is characterized by an anomalous tissue growth with oedema and a lack of extracellular matrix. In this study, we investigated whether a mechanical dysfunction of the forces that act in oedema formation is present in NP.

Methods: We compared the interstitial hydrostatic pressure behaviour during a saline solution infusion between healthy nasal mucosa (inferior and middle turbinate from 10 patients) and inflamed nasal mucosa from NP patients (inferior, middle turbinate and a nasal polyp from 6 patients). We used Controlled Disc Stimulation equipment to compare the curve Pressure/Volume created during the saline solution infusion.

Results: The pressure at 0.2 ml infusion was lower in the middle turbinate of NP patients than in the middle turbinate of control patients. The lowest P/V mean assessed was in the polypoid tissue.

Conclusions: The interstitial hydrostatic pressure showed different behaviour during liquid infusion in nasal mucosa from NP patients when compared with healthy nasal mucosa. This study allows us to cogitate on a new pathophysiological mechanism contributing to the development of the NP.
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Introduction

Nasal polyposis (NP) is a chronic sinus disease with a prevalence estimated to be as high as 4% in the general population. It often occurs in association with severe asthma, aspirin intolerance and cystic fibrosis (1).

The majority of studies in NP are concentrated on understanding the underlying inflammatory process and the exposures that provoke it such as fungus (2), staphylococcus enterotoxins (3), allergens and pollution (4). A strong genetic marker and an effective animal model are lacking, factors that limit the study of NP. Eosinophils were long considered the main cells found in the nasal polyp, with the inflammatory process being orchestrated by Th2 cells. This paradigm has been changed by studies in Asian populations that found a predominance of neutrophils and a high influence of Th1/Th17 cells (5).

It is intriguing that the upper and lower airway share the same pseudostratified ciliated columnar epithelium lining. Many consider this epithelium as a continuum, constituting a single airway, being affected by similar inflammatory processes in several disease states, for example asthma and nasal polyposis. These diseases share hallmarks: predominant infiltration of eosinophils, mucus cell hyperplasia, oedema, thickened basal membrane, a Th2 driven immune response, and increased pro-inflammatory mediators (e.g. cysteinyl leukotrienes) (6,7). Although there is similarity in the histology and inflammatory process in the nasal and bronchial mucosa, this is not true for...
polyposis, which is never found in the bronchial mucosa. Instead of being a specific inflammatory process that characterizes NP, it could rather be a severe inflammation, initiated by chemical or biological agents, that trigger tissue hypertrophy in susceptible nasal mucosa.

Studies involving extracellular matrix in NP have demonstrated decreased TGF-beta production and a lack of collagen in nasal polyps when compared to those in healthy subjects (8). We have confirmed these findings showing a decreased expression of TGF-beta in the submucosa of NP patients (9).

As there is no standard inflammatory process for NP as cited above, the lack of TGF-beta expression and extracellular matrix in the NP submucosa, and the similar inflammatory process of the pseudostratified ciliated columnar epithelium lining causes polyposis in the nasal mucosa but not in the bronchial mucosa led us to hypothesize that the nasal mucosa of patients with NP offers less resistance to oedema formation during the inflammatory process (10).

To address our hypothesis, we studied the mechanical forces involved in oedema formation. The assessment of interstitial fluid pressure has been widely used in oncology, using a sharpened glass capillary connected to a counter-pressure system or a fine steel needle filled with a wick connected to a counter-pressure device (wick-in-needle technique) (11).

In this study, we evaluated the increase of interstitial pressure during saline infusion in the nasal mucosa of NP patients and healthy subjects.

Materials and methods

Study design

Patients (Table 1) from the department of Otorhinolaryngology, Federal University of São Paulo, Brazil, were selected and included between August 2012 and January 2013. Inferior and middle turbinates from 10 septoplasty patients without sinus disease, and inferior, middle turbinates and nasal polyps from 6 NP patients (according to the European Position Paper on Rhinosinusitis and Nasal Polyposis 2012) (12) who underwent functional endoscopic surgery were studied.

The pressure within the submucosa was measured during infusion of 0.2 to 1 ml of saline solution (0.9% NaCl). The patients were under general anesthesia, and no intranasal drug was administered before the saline solution injection.

To inject a controlled volume within the submucosa and to measure the local pressure we used the Controlled Disc Stimulation (CDS, Smith & Niepewh, Memphis, TN, USA). For the injection, a 22-gauge needle was connected to the pressure-measuring device.

This study was approved by the local ethics committee of the Federal University of São Paulo, Brazil, registered as 01510612.8.0000.5505. An informed consent was obtained from each patient before study participation.

Statistical analysis

Study data were analyzed using SPSS software version 18 (IBM Corporation, NY, USA). The Mann-Whitney U test was applied to evaluate the statistical differences between patient groups. P values of less than 0.05 were regarded as significant.

Results

There was no difference in age between control (from 21 to 46 years) and NP group (from 14 to 78 years), (p = 0.27).

Within each patient group, the presence of rhinitis (in control group p = 0.16 for inferior turbinate and p = 1 for middle turbinate, in NP group p = 0.18 for inferior turbinate and p = 0.31 for middle turbinate) did not alter the interstitial hydrostatic pressure after 0.2 ml infusion (p > 0.05).

The presence of asthma could not be properly evaluated due the a low prevalence within the groups.

Table 1. Patients: clinical characterization.
The endoscopic visualization of saline solution extravasation into the nasal cavity was illustrated by a plateau or descending curve (Figure 1) in a graph of pressure versus volume. Pressure reached at 0.2 ml infusion.

The patient graphs that showed a plateau, a descending curve or a step (notch in the graph) before reaching the 0.2 ml infusion volume were not included in the analysis (2 inferior turbinates from the control group and 1 from the NP patient group, 3 middle turbinates from controls and 1 from NP patients, and 2 polyps). The pressure reached at 0.2 ml infusion had a tendency to be lower, but it was not significantly different in the inferior turbinate from patients with NP when compared with the inferior turbinate of healthy patients (p = 0.12). For the middle turbinate, NP patients had a lower pressure at 0.2 ml infusion when compared to healthy patients (p = 0.04)(Figures 2 and 3). We observed a tendency for the pressure to be lower at 0.2 ml volume in the submucosa of inferior turbinates than of middle turbinates. Polypoid tissue had the lowest pressure of all assessed tissues (Figure 3).

Increase of pressure versus volume (PSI/ml)
The first part of the pressure-volume (P/V) graph demonstrated linear variation; we therefore used the P/V mean to compare the hydrostatic pressure created during infusion. No graph was excluded from the analysis.

We observed that the P/V mean was lower in the submucosa of inferior turbinates than in the submucosa of middle turbinates, regardless of the diagnosis. Considering the turbinate, we observed that the P/V mean was lower in the NP group when compared to the control group. Polypoid tissue had the lowest P/V mean of all. The P/V mean was significantly lower in polypoid...
Defective mucosal oedema formation in NP tissue compared to middle turbinates from healthy volunteers (p < 0.01) (Figure 4).

Discussion

We have demonstrated that there are mechanical differences in the behaviour of interstitial pressure during infusion of fluid between healthy nasal mucosa and nasal mucosa from patients with NP (Figure 5).

The increase of interstitial hydrostatic pressure in normal nasal mucosa, when compared to nasal mucosa from NP patients, could partially counterbalance the decrease of capillary oncotic pressure (capillary osmotic pressure – interstitial osmotic pressure) during the inflammatory process (where there is extravasation of protein and consequently water). This could serve to prevent extravasation of water from the vessel to the interstitium and therefore minimize oedema formation.

In solid tumours, it has been demonstrated that an increase in the interstitial fluid pressure hinders therapeutic drugs to reach neoplastic cells which has been identified as an important barrier to drug delivery (11,13). High fluid pressure is associated with increase of matrix stiffness and increased interstitial flow in tumours (14).

In parallel, the lower pressure found in the NP mucosa when compared with healthy mucosa after acute infusion of a volume in this study matches with the lack of extracellular matrix and TGF-beta (8,15) found in NP mucosa. The technique and equipment applied in this study follow the concepts used to evaluate interstitial fluid pressure within tumour tissue added the possibility of injection of solution during the measurement of pressure (11). Some samples could not be included due to leakage of solution from the submucosa into the nasal cavity, indicating the need for development of more sensitive equipment able to detect variations in pressure with lower infusion of volume.

A difficulty faced in this study was the interpretation of steps in the pressure versus volume graph (Figure 1). Maybe the step is related to a small disruption in the tissue or due to needle movements. In such cases, we decided to exclude the graphs from the analysis.

The imbalance between osmotic pressure and hydrostatic pressure in the nasal mucosa from NP patients could contribute to NP formation and it potentially allows us to envision a new treatment strategy. Perhaps not only anti-inflammatory or immunomodulatory drugs, but also means to increase mucosal resistance to prevent hypertropic growth could be used to treat NP. More experiments will be necessary with a larger sample and more accurate method to confirm our results.
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